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Select Agency Select Agency 

Project Title 

I. Project Identification FY2022 

Name Phone Email 

Proposal Submitter 

Agency Head 

Agency IT Director 

Agency CFO 

OPM Budget Analyst 

Project Manager 

Executive Sponsor 

Agency LEAN Coordinator 

Agency Data Officer 

II. Project Details

A. Project Dates 

Proposed Start Date Expected Completion Date Project Duration (months) 

B.   Project Description - Provide a brief high level summary of the project in plain English without technical jargon 
that also includes the purpose and importance of the project. This information will be used for reporting the 
project to the Governor, General Assembly and Connecticut Open Data website. 

Agency 

Select Agency 



C.   Summary 

D. Business Goals - List up to 5 key business goals you have for this project, when (FY) the goal is 
expected to be achieved, and how you will measure achievement, Must have at least one. 
Please use action phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: "Reduce the 
Permitting process by 50%". In the Expected Result column, please explain what data you will use to 
demonstrate the goal is being achieved and any current metrics. 

Business Goal (Action Phase) Target FY for Goal Current Condition Expected Result 
FY23 

Select 

Select 

Select 

Select 
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Summary - Describe the high level summary of what needs to be implemented to complete the project 



E. Technology Goals - From a technical perspective, following the above example, list up to 3 key technology goals 
you have for this project and in which Fiscal Year (FY) the goal is expected to be achieved. Please use action 
phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: “Improve transaction response time by 10%". 

Technology Goal Target FY for Goal Current Condition Expected Result 

Select 

Select 

Select 
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F. Priority Alignment - The criteria in this table, in concert with other factors, will be used to determine project 
priorities in the capital funding approval process. Briefly describe how the proposed projects will align with each 
criterion. 

Priority Criterion Y/N Explanation 
Is this project aligned with business 
and IT goals of your agency? 

Yes 

Does this project reduce or prevent 
future increases to the agency’s 
operating budget? 

Yes 

Will this project result in shared 
capabilities? 

Yes 

Has the agency performed due 
diligence to determine if a 
solution that is currently being 
used by other state agencies or 
other states can be leveraged? 

Yes 

Is this project being Co-developed 
through participation of multiple 
agencies? 

Yes 
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G. Organizational Preparedness - The criteria in this table will be used to determine project implementation capabilities, 
governance and commitment. 

Preparedness Criterion Explanation 

Explain the key milestones or 
activities that need to be 
completed as part of the project. 

Describe the level of 
commitment that senior 
management will provide to the 
project. 

Will, or has, the agency 
gone through a LEAN 
process improvement 
initiative related to this 
project? Provide a summary 
of the LEAN activities. 
How is the agency prepared for 
and experienced in Vendor 
Management? 

Please indicate if the agency has 
provided up to date information on 
the Information Technology Project 
Portfolio and the Information 
Technology Application Portfolio 
SharePoint sites? 
Describe what procurement 
vehicles are expected for this 
project such as RFP, use of existing 
state contract, ITB, etc. 

How is the agency prepared to 
support this system once 
implemented (post-production 
support)? Who will host the 
solution? 

5 

How will your agency be 
compliant with the Management 
of State Information Technology 
Projects policy? Provide any 
compliance details to date.

http://www.ct.gov/opm/lib/opm/finance/itim/policies/management_of_state_information_technology_projects.pdf


H. Project Ramp Up - If capital funds are awarded for this project, how long will it take to ramp up? What are the 
key ramp-up requirements and have any of these already been started? For example, has a project manager 
been identified? Has an RFI been issued? Is a major procurement required such as an RFP? 

I. Post Production Support - Do you have the experienced staff with the proper training to sustain this initiative 
once it’s a production system? Do you anticipate having to hire additional staff to sustain this? What training 
efforts are expected to be needed to maintain this system? 
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J. Financial Estimates - From IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet 

Estimated Total 
Development Cost 

Estimated total 
Capital Funding 
Request 

Estimated Annual 
Operating Cost 

One Time Financial 
Benefit 

Recurring Annual 
Financial Benefit 

Explanation of Estimates 

Assumptions: Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costs 
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III. Expanded Business Case

A. Statutory/Regulatory Mandates - 1) Cite and describe federal and state mandates that this project in intended 
to address. 2) What would be the impact of non-compliance? 

B. Primary Beneficiaries - Who will benefit from this project (citizens, businesses, municipalities, other 
state agencies, staff in your agency, other stakeholders) and in what way? Please be specific. 

Important: 
-  If you have any questions or need assistance completing the form please contact Jim Hadfield - Once you have 
completed the form and the IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet please e-mail them to Jim 
Hadfield.

Jim Hadfield, (860) 418-6438; Jim.Hadfield@ct.gov 
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Impact of non-compliance: 

Statutory / Regulatory Mandates: 

mailto:John.Vittner@ct.gov
mailto:Jim.Hadfield@ct.gov
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/OPM/Finance/itim/brief_templates/Investment-Brief-Financial-Spreadsheets-Template-FY--2020.xlsx?la=en
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	Technology GoalRow1: Update existing software to be in compliance with current USDA and CSDE standards and best practices.
	Technology GoalRow2: Implement additional new software modules to expand the electronic capabilities of the department.
	Technology GoalRow3: Ensure modern and seamless system integration of all appropriate software to ensure optimum food service program operation
	ExplanationYes: Yes – not only will we be conducting a “LEAN” process for redesign we will also be reducing red tape which is Principle 4 of the Governor’s Education Reform principle.
	ExplanationYes_2: It will prevent future fiscal penalties from USDA due to inadequate reimbursement claim documentation. It may potentially reduce labor costs due to increased efficiencies in record-keeping
	ExplanationYes_3: This project implementation will result in all 17 school locations sharing the identical state of the art business processes. This system will serve as a model for other state entities such as Residential Child Care Institutions through DCF, DMH, DOC, etc.,
	ExplanationYes_4: CTECS has performed investigative research to identify possible fits to the NSLP and NSLB regulatory within other state agencies. Due to CTECS being a 9-12 grade technical high school, we are unique with in the state agencies and systems do not integrate with other state agencies 
	ExplanationYes_5: CTECS will be working with USDA, DSS, CSDE, and multiple vendors. Coordinating efforts across all of our locals and the staff deployed in each for SOP development and deployment with technology applications to ensure these practices are met.
	ExplanationHow will your agency be compliant with the Management of State Information Technology Projects policy Provide any compliance details to date: CTECS has a comprehensive and specific measures to protect sensitive information from unauthorized access, destruction, use, oddification, or disclosure. The measures include required training for state employees, periodic security audits or assessments, development of standards and guidelines, and other provisions. In turn, as a state agency we will not disclose confidential information. As a state entity, CTECS is obligated to destroy or dispose of personal information so it is unreadable or indecipherable after a period of time as outlined by USDA.
	ExplanationExplain the key milestones or activities that need to be completed as part of the project: Phase 1: Finalize mapping of current business process, Conduct a Six Sigma business process analysis to review business practices and incorporate LEAN strategies, Conduct a fit gap analysis. Phase 2: Purchase new software and equipment Define and implement standard policies, procedures, formats, and tools for managing all records for compliance. Phase 3: Install and train on Back oh House systems, Modify SOP's and align for USDA Triennial Administrative Review process utilizing new hardware and software
	ExplanationDescribe the level of commitment that senior management will provide to the project: The Connecticut Technical Education and Career System (CTECS), Central Office, is prepared to undertake this project. Senior management is fully committed to this initiative as the phases described in this request will greatly enhance and streamline our business processes for School Nutrition. We currently have experienced staff with excellent project management skills, and over 20+ years’ experience running an excellent food service program.
	ExplanationWill or has the agency gone through a LEAN process improvement initiative related to this project Provide a summary of the LEAN activities: We were able to define the value in what the hardware and software will bring to the program by decreasing time required for daily functions, Increased functionality with reporting linked to state and federal regulations, and state audit and reporting requirements. These components have been mapped to insure the value stream maintains consistency back to the programs they will serve.
	ExplanationPlease indicate if the agency has provided up to date information on the Information Technology Project Portfolio and the Information Technology Application Portfolio SharePoint sites: Yes, CTECS utilizes OPM's SharePoint sites to update agency projects with the Technology Project Portfolio and the Information Technology Application Portfolio. This get updated by CTECS Director of Technology on an ongoing basis.
	ExplanationDescribe what procurement vehicles are expected for this project such as RFP use of existing state contract ITB etc: We will request bids through the RFP process with specific specifications spelled out to the vendors and have the vendors provide a response. We will have a rubric for the evaluation criteria to see what vendor best matches the specifications as outlined. Secondly as the State of Connecticut does not have a state contracted vendor for a integrated POS system, we are prepared to utilize the GL-71 purchasing authority.
	ExplanationHow is the agency prepared to support this system once implemented postproduction support Who will host the solution: CTECS hired a new Food Service Director with 22 years of experience in food service operations. Several other clerical and administrative position are being developed to assist in the daily function within the program. The Nutrition office has a software and Information Technology Ed Consultant who will train and ensure system support. There is also annual subscription that includes technical support of the software. It is expected that there will be adequate staff to maintain all new software system input and utilization when these positions are filled. No additional staff will be required to maintain the upgraded
	Estimated Total Development CostRow1: 4399587
	Estimated total Capital Funding RequestRow1: 4399587
	Estimated Annual Operating CostRow1: 1013377
	One Time Financial BenefitRow1: 3201285
	Recurring Annual Financial BenefitRow1: 458577
	Explanation of EstimatesRow1: With automated ordering/inventory system based on input of meals served and automated production sheet data, the inventory would be automatically incorporated into the monthly calculations for actual food, paper, and cleaning costs per month, resulting in an estimated one-time benefit of $52,293. It is estimated with the automated vending machines, breakfast sales would increase by 8% resulting in an estimated one-time benefit of $8,172. With the web-based prepayment system, monthly meal prepayments would increase 15%, resulting in an estimated one-time benefit of $14,873. Recurring annual financial benefits are based on the above figures spread out over the 10 major operating months (September to June) with the exception of meal prepayments, which is spread out over 9. In addition, the reduction of labor cost savings due to the integration of the BOH with API’s to other financial and SIS platforms will result in an estimated recurring benefit of $23,000 annually. Application processing and parent web accessing for student accounts would result in an estimated recurring benefit of $200,000. It is also estimated that the addition of system controls with nutrient analysis, vendor purchasing, etc. would be an estimated recurring benefit of $20,000 with a total estimated recurring benefit of $458,577 annually.  With cost avoidance, based on the ability to streamline the data systems for state and federal compliance and no longer having to support remote Servers, Software updates and SQL and Windows maintenance the district would also have a one-time 
	Assumptions Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costsRow1: financial benefit of $3,125,946.00 as regulated by USDA, the school nutrition program is intended to be a self-sustaining operation. Due to antiquated systems and operational inefficiencies, this has not been the case. Additional funding from the CTECS operational budget has been requiredAssumptions:• Pay rates for contracted employees does not increase before the project begins.• Prices for hardware & software do not greatly increase over the next 1-2 years• The student demographics and enrollment remain in calculations for reimbursement purposes.
	Statutory  Regulatory Mandates: • Richard Russell National School Lunch Are (42U.S.C. 1751): formalized child nutrition programs with regulatory compliance framework• Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C 1773): significantly expanded nutrition programs and updated regulation compliance criteria• Healthy Hunger Free Kids Act of 2010 7CFR Part 210: Public Law 111-296: contains the first legislative updates in three decades from child nutrition programs including over 251 regulatory changes being implemented over ten years. (Non-compliance in key areas of this Act resulted in fiscal sanctions for CTECS in 2017-18).
	Impact of noncompliance: Simply put: the impact would be continued loss of funding due to program non-compliance; continued operational inefficiencies resulting in poor program quality which results in poos participation; failure to meet the nutritional needs of all students especially the many at-risk students in our technical schools; failure to maximize the instructional efforts of teachers with well nourished, ready-to-learn students.The team is prepared to document the “as it is today” KPIs and post implementation KPIs. This will be part of the project implementation evaluation. Checkpoints and KPIs will also be assessed after each phase of the project.
	fy0: [FY22]
	fy1: [FY22]
	fy2: [FY23]
	fy3: [FY23]
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	fy6: [FY22]
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	Dropdown8: [Yes]
	Dropdown9: [Yes]
	Dropdown10: [Yes]
	Dropdown11: [Yes]
	Dropdown12: [Yes]
	Project Ramp Up: CTECS currently has a Food Service Director who was recently hired to manage the CTECS fool service program. This person has 22 years of experience in both self-op and contract management food service operations. Along with this position, several other clerical and administrative position descriptions are being developed to assist in the daily function within the program. The Nutrition and School Meals office also has a software and Information Technology Ed Consultant who will train and ensure post production system support. There is also annual subscription that includes technical support of the software from the vendor to be selected. This will ensure uninterrupted support throughout the process as well as beyond. It is expected that there will be adequate staff to maintain all new software system input and utilization when these positions are filled. No additional staff will be required to maintain the upgraded software being requested. Training will be ongoing as software programs are installed and implemented as well as training for new hires to the program post production.
	Post Production Support: We currently have experienced staff with excellent project management skills, and over 22+ years’ experience running an excellent food service program in an institutional setting.A new Food Service Director was recently hired to manage the CTECS fool service program. This person has 22 years of experience in both self-op and contract management food service operations. Along with this position, several other clerical and administrative position descriptions are being developed. It is expected that there will be adequate staff to maintain all new software system input and utilization when these positions are filled. No additional staff will be required to maintain the upgraded software being requested. Training will be ongoing as software programs are installed and implemented.
	Summary Describe the high level summary of what needs to be implemented to complete the project: The purpose of this project is to update and enhance the CTECS Food Service Program data collection and management systems to meet USDA and CSDE regulatory compliance, provide a greater level of detail and proactive monitoring of systems for program operations, and ensure multi-system integration. To complete this project CTECS will need to ensure state and federal compliance,  strengthen the financial position of the program, improve the program efficiency, increase labor efficiency, ensure regulatory compliance, facilitate and document data in food safety, disseminate program information to families and communities more effectively, and provide marketing to a tech-savvy customer base. Our approach to this project is to assess needs, purchase and install identified software/hardware, train staff, implement all new systems, monitor/assess impact to make required modifications.
	Current Condition1: All meal applications are paper, manually careened and manually entered into Horizon POS
	Expected Result 1: Meal eligibility determinations will be faster and more accurate
	Expected Result 2: Redirect clerical staff duties to broaden program improvement; potential savings in labor costs
	Current Condition 2: All meal application are paper, manually screened and calculated, and manually entered into Horizon POS
	Current Condition 3: Student debt and low participation now contribute to an annual program lossManual menu costing is time-consuming: monthly inventories are not being conducted
	Expected Result 3: Students who get meals daily and pay for most of them electronicallyDaily food costs will be calculated before menus are served; food supplies at school sites will be closely monitored
	Current Condition 4: Significant findings on the 2015 review resulted in nearly $1 million of denied reimbursement claims
	Expected Result 4: A successful Administrative Review with NO fiscal sanctions; reduced findings for all areas of the review
	Current Condition 5: Participation in both meal programs in all schools is far below national averages
	Expected Result 5: B&L participation will meet or exceed national averages in all schools
	Business Goal Action Phase 1: In the event were online applications are required to be reinstated at CTECS due to a change in the CEP status, the goal would be to Reduce by 40% the number of paper meal applications to be processed manually
	Business Goal Action Phase 2: Reduce by 30% the clerical time needed to manually process ALL meal applications
	Business Goal Action Phase 3: Increase by 15% the overall revenue income while reducing food costs by 15% and reducing by 25% the time required to compile and study monthly inventory reports
	Business Goal Action Phase 4: Achieve compliance on USDA triennial Administrative Review
	Business Goal Action Phase 5: Increase by 25% or more, the number of students participating in breakfast and lunch programs
	Current Condition 6: System is outdated, inadequate and does not meet current standards and requirements
	Expected Result 6: New system will have better design and use latest hardware and software
	Current Condition 7: Current regulatory and administrative tasks are not supported with appropriate software applications.
	Expected Result 7: Required reports and monitoring data will be electronically maintained for easy access and use.
	Current Condition 8: Extensive manual time and labor needed to complete required documentation for state and federal compliance
	Expected Result 8: All basic operational functions will be performed using software identified for each specific need.
	Primary Beneficiaries: CSDE: Required reports to CSDE will be timelier and more accurate. The documentation that is necessary for reimbursement for meals will be more strongly supported by electronic records. Compliance with nutrition standards and meal patterns will also be strongly supported by the new menu writing software.Families and Communities: Students receive faster and more accurate meal eligibility determinations and faster notification letters with the online meal application software. Online payment options offer an easier way for parents to make payments and a greater incentive for students to participate. Greater flexibilities for parents/guardians/students to view and manage account activities, access nutritional values, meal options, and payment options.
	Project Title: Nutrition & School Meals IT Capital Investment Fund Request  
	Agency: [State Department of Education]
	NameProposal Submitter: Chad Raasumaa
	NameAgency Head: Jeffrey Wihbey
	NameAgency IT Director: James Mindek
	NameAgency CFO: Maura Kjar
	NameOPM Budget Analyst: Peter Hopko
	NameProject Manager: TBD
	NameExecutive Sponsor: Kevin Benham
	NameAgency Lean Coordinator: James Mindek
	NameAgency Data Officer: Randy Backus
	PhoneProposal Submitter: (860) 578-0388
	PhoneAgency Head: (860) 807-2200
	PhoneAgency IT Director: (860) 713-6606
	PhoneAgency CFO: (860) 807-2177
	PhoneOPM BUdget Analyst: (860) 418-6214
	PhoneExecutive Sponsor: (860) 372-2344
	EmailProposal Submitter: Chad.Raasumaa@cttech.org
	EmailAgency Head: Jeffrey.Wihbey@cttech.org
	PhoneProject Manager: 
	Email IT Director: James.Mindek@cttech.org
	Email Agency CFO: Maura.Kjar@cttech.org
	Email OPM Budget Analyst: Peter.Hopko@ct.gov
	Email Project Manager: 
	Email Executive Sponsor: Kavin.Benham@cttech.org
	Email Agency LEAN Coordinator: James.Mindek@cttech.org
	Phone Agency LEAN Coordinator: (860) 713-6606
	Email Agency Data Officer: Randy.Backus@cttech.org
	PhoneAgency Data Officer: (860) 807-2184
	Proposed Start Date: 7/1/2021
	Expected Completion Date: 7/1/2024
	Project Duration months: 36
	Project Description: The Connecticut Technical Education and Career system (CTECS) Nutrition and School Meals (NSM) program documentation and paperwork has become increasingly burdensome since the passage of the federal Healthy Hunger Free Kids Act of 2010, as identified through an audit identifying non-compliance issues, CTECS has already sustained significant financial penalties. Menu writing has become a delicate balance of meeting nutritional requirements while containing food costs, maintaining student interest, and accommodating staff’s skill levels and kitchen equipment limitations. Unlike a traditional school district, the CTEC system is spread across an entire state comprised of 17 comprehensive technical high schools with enrollment of 11,000 plus students in grades 9-12. CTECS current food service technology is outdated, minimal and inadequate for program needs and is patch-worked from building to building without a consistent plan of integration. This project will encapsulate and address shortfalls of the current software to address various operational needs such as parental access to web-based meal prepayments, online meal applications, other school-based payment activities, menu planning and nutrient analysis, inventory and purchasing, financial analytics, and program marketing and promotion. This will be a critical upgrade in order for CTECS to successfully meet its unique organizational challenges and comply with state and federal regulations.
	Explanation How Is the agency prepared for and experienced in Vendor Management: We will set up a vendor Metrics for assurance of quality products and services to meet the contract as award. Discrepancies will hold the vendor accountable. Additional language will be added to the management and contract for reporting details, required to address qualifications for the good and services as well as current references to ensure accuracy of the vendors statements from third party users/subscribers


